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Emergent Practices and Material Conditions in Learning and Teaching with TechnologiesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the complexities of interacting with digital technologies in the everyday flow of practices in schools, museums, and the home. In particular, the authors pay attention to the material conditions of such practices via the exploration of media discourses on information and communication technologies in the...
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Getting the Most from Online Learning: A Learner's GuidePfeiffer, 2003
Getting the Most from Online Learning is a must-have resource that helps people become better e-learners by showing them how to prepare for, participate in, and apply e-learning in all its variations. Written by the leaders in e-learning, this book is filled with practical ideas, suggestions, and information about a wide variety of topics including...
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Job Interviews For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
Job interviews are crucial meetings that seal the deal on who gets hired. But, since the previous edition of Job Interviews for Dummies was published, everything about the interview process has changed in ways you need to know about and get comfortable with beforehand.
    This completely revised and updated 3rd Edition...
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Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium Digital Classroom, (Book and Video Training)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Adobe Creative Suite 5 (CS5) Design Premium is the leading software package for creating print, Web, and interactive content. It includes the perfect creative tools for designing and manipulating images, creating print layouts, building and maintaining web sites, and creating interactive and animated content. CS5 Design Premium includes the...
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Natural Language Processing with PythonO'Reilly, 2009
This book offers a highly accessible introduction to Natural Language Processing, the field that underpins a variety of language technologies, ranging from predictive text and email filtering to automatic summarization and translation. With Natural Language Processing with Python, you'll learn how to write Python programs to work with large...
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Business English Meetings Instant Agendas (Penguin English)Penguin Press, 2003


	Business English Meetings has been written in response to the demand for more materials to

	develop professional communication skills in the classroom. Its aim is to give foreign students

	of Business English specific practice in the skills and language of meetings in order to develop

	fluency and effectiveness. The material addresses...
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Python Programming Fundamentals (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010

	Computer programming is a skill that can bring great enjoyment from the creativity involved in designing and implementing a solution to a problem. This classroom-tested and easy-to-follow textbook teaches the reader how to program using Python, an accessible language which can be learned incrementally. Through an extensive use of examples and...
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Data Structures and Algorithms with Python (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	This textbook explains the concepts and techniques required to write programs that can handle large amounts of data efficiently. Project-oriented and classroom-tested, the book presents a number of important algorithms supported by examples that bring meaning to the problems faced by computer programmers. The idea of computational complexity...
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Calculus Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
LEARNING CALCULUS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER!
 Here’s an innovative shortcut to gaining a more intuitive understanding of both differential and integral calculus. In Calculus Demystified an experienced teacher and author of more than 30 books puts all the math background you need inside and uses practical examples,...
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Visual Basic 2005 DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects

Visual Basic 2005 Demystified fully explains the language and its libraries and applications. You’ll even learn to create a Visual Basic program without writing code. This self-teaching guide comes complete with key...
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Beginning Object-Oriented Programming with C# (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS I’VE WRITTEN 18 BOOKS on various programming topics. You might wonder,

	why so many…? Didn’t I get it right the fi rst time? Well, no, I didn’t…not really. When I wrote

	my fi rst book more than 30 years ago, object-oriented programming (OOP) was obscure at best

	and unknown to...
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Software Measurement and Estimation: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An effective, quantitative approach for estimating and managing software projects 
How many people do I need? When will the quality be good enough for commercial sale? Can this really be done in two weeks? Rather than relying on instinct, the authors of Software Measurement and Estimation offer a new, tested approach that includes the...
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